
Story of Nobel’s sculptures, began in 1993 first as a drawing language that 
showed the connection between the beginning of the Internet, and our 
biological and organic world we live in. Living in Monterey and diving 
Monterey bay and then moving to San Francisco  being exposed to the 
Internet, and working for ILM industrial light and magic she saw the 
connection of how humans will always be attached to technology. 

We have a society has 
gone from playing on the beach with a plastic toys  and 
building sand castles to always having a plastic device 
meaning our cellphones with us and being overly 
connected through these  there is no such thing as a two 
handed person anymore. I like to say. 
      Being an active scuba diver since 1984, and seeing 
how the oceans have changed with the abundance of 
plastic and garbage. Nobel started diving with after our 
trip to the Yucatán, penin- sula and playa, Carmen, where 
she started taking her sculptures, made out of plastic 
that she made down there, diving with her to show how 
important it is to protect our oceans. 
  Using the sculptures as models for photography and 
putting them also in color liquid and creating the idea of 
neurons, and the idea of temporary existence is in our 
own consciousness. Using the photography and doing 
mix media paintings and adding it with the drawing 
language, she created her first series of neuron portraits. 
In 2002 she had a two person show with Sol Lewitt 
showing how we are all connected  and connected with 
our phones . 

It wasn’t till 2012  in London when she met a bronze fabricator I realize we could Cass the sculptures in 
bronze and other metals. Taking the plastic to broads completed the circle of work since then Nobel has 
created a neuron  fountain in Italy and the sculptures it easy today. Nobel plans to create larger, bronzes 
and sculptures in the future to show the world how we a society can change our consciousness and Her-
bert neurons to picking up plastic and protecting our oceans.




